Pressure and temperature effects on the one dimensional (1D) and higher-dimensionality correlations associated with the ferroelectric and antiferroelectric phase transitions in cesium dihydrogen phosphate were studied by means of the " Cs nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spin-lattice relaxation time T, . We measured T& at 6.5 MHz at temperatures down to the ferroelectric (FE) Curie point T& at 1 bar and at 1.5 and 3.0 kbar, down to the triple point T, =124. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Cesium dihydrogen phosphate (CDP) is a hydrogenbonded crystal with highly anisotropic interactions which lead to strong one-dimensional correlations over a wide temperature range above its phase transition temperature. It is paraelectric (PE) at room temperature and undergoes a ferroelectric (FE) phase transition at l53 K. ' In addition, dielectric and neutron-diffraction measurements at high pressure have revealed a third antiferroelectric (AFE) phase at pressures above 3.3 kbar and temperatures less than 125 K.
In the paraelectric phase CDP is monoclinic (P2, /m) with two formula units per unit cell. Cesium atoms and PO4 groups are centered on mirror planes perpendicular to the b axis at the fractional coordinates y =-"' and -, '. 
= 1 -b ( cosx +a cosy ), (20) Physically this means that relaxation is governed by the Boltzmann factor for populations of (HPO4, H3PO4) defect pairs. The effective diffusion of these defects by means of b-chain proton intrabond transfer causes the relaxation. As the temperature drops, the correlation time becomes longer because the defect population drops, and in the rapid-motion regime this increases the relaxation rate which is proportional to j(co). The relaxation rate according to Eq. (20) would become infinite at absolute zero (the ordering temperature for the 1D Ising model), if Eq. (20) were valid down to that temperature.
In the 2D regime the inequality order becomes 1))a ))(a b)))ab-, so the argument of I, and I itself, approach 1 because a +b =2b. Then j(co) becomes
where the critical behavior is in the (a b) fact-or which can be expanded to give the temperature dependence (T -TC2D) '. The Curie-Weiss temperature Tc2D for this 2D regime is found from the implicit relation 2Jh /kTC2D -in[z'J» /( I +a)kTc2D] . (22) This regime is recognized in the data by a straight portion of the T, versus T plot.
Before the temperature drops to T& zz the system goes over into the 3D regime characterized by 1 ))a ))(a b+a-b)))(a b ab). -Then in add-ition to the approximations made in the 2D regime, we can also set a -b +nb =2ab, and we obtain
The last factor when expanded gives critical temperature dependence (T -Tc) ', where Tc is the actual transition temperature which is slightly above T&2~a nd is given by the implicit relation 2', /kTC = -ln(z'J /kTC ) . (24) Because much of our T, data is in crossover regions between the above regimes, we use the general expression in Eq. (17) for j(co). Since we are in the fast-motion regime, j(co) actually has no dependence on frequency co, so j(2') = j(pi) in Eq. (4). Then the spectral density factor in Eq. (1) becomes [J"'(co)+4J' '(2')] =[V,+ V, +(V"-V ) +4V"]j(co) . (25) According to Kanda and Fujimura, ' the only efg tensor j(a7)h r 4rpsiny .
Here kT »J"&)J &)J"and there is no significant temperature dependence predicted for j(co) or for the spinlattice relaxation rate T, .
In the 1D regime we have 1»a )&b &)ab, which yields components at the ' Cs site which change upon domain reversal in the FE phase of CDP are eg V, . » /h = eg V», /h =+7.6 kHz, egV». , /h =egV, /h =+12.5 kHz, (26) 1/T, =2.87X 10 s j(co) . (27) Although we do not use Eqs. (28) - (33) of BLTZ, it is helpful for anyone using that approach to note the following corrections. In Eq. (29), C should be D. In Eqs.
(30a) and (30b), B should be E. In Eq. (31), Q should be Q, fi should be h, A p" and A p ' should be squared, and the 2 p ' factor should be multiplied by 4. Equation (33) should contain the factor 4siny/147 found in Eq. (31). The expression appearing in Eq. (33) was mistakenly divided by I = -", and the siny factor was omitted.
IV. DATA ANALYSIS There are four fitting parameters which could be used in comparing predictions of Eqs. (18) and (27) to Ti results. These are the inverse attempt frequency 7 p which is assumed independent of temperature and pressure, and the three interaction energies J"Jb, and J, which are as- Unfortunately we did not obtain T, data close enough to Tc to observe the 3D regime where T] is proportional to (T -Tc)'~. Only in this regime would the relaxation results be sensitive to a or equivalently to J, . Accordingly, we use only the~p , Jb, and J, parameters to fit the Ti data. To find J, and its pressure dependence, we use the method of Blinc and Sa Barreto which relies on the slopes dTcldp of transition temperature versus pressure both above and below the triple-point pressure. Our method differs from theirs only in that we use the pressure dependences of both Jb and J, determined from the T, fit, whereas they implicitly assume no pressure dependence for J, .
The fit of T, for the parameters and their pressure dependences given below is shown in Fig. 2 Table I 
